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OBJECTIVES: To explore BARRINGTON CAVE 
tess for future possibilities. Collect 
dark zone of the cave. 
TRIP: 
28/9 From BROADEEADOW 9. OOpu, 

CURICABANK, II.50pn, 
29/9 From Camp (I) to BARRINGTON CAMP. Start 8.36am. to Ii.(Oam 
2/10 From BARRINGTON CAMP 'i.IOaxt. to BROADMEADOVI 5.00 pm. 

CAVES VISITED: BARRINGTON CAVE. 

ACCESS VIA: NECASTLE, HIHAM, STROUD GLOUCETER 9  BARRINGTON, 
ROOKHIJRST, CONEAC CtJRRICABpRIç TURN-OFF 9  CARTERS, GEALS, 
BARR INTON CAMP. 
VEHNLES 5 LAND-HOVERS 
REFERENCE MAPS: 

N.R.N.A,: LO.dL( NORTH COAST, 
LANDS DEPT: GLOUCESTER SHIRE. 
LANDS DEPT: 1:31680 PIGNA BARNEY 9234-111-N. 

BARRINGTON OUTCROP=CMIp: 

TYPE OF COUNTRY: Un'ulating hill country, steep in places. 

WATER: A PERMINANT CREEK flows und er the campsite. Water also 
flows in the creek below the cave. Water is also to be found in 
some small isolated pools in the cave for the filling of CARBIDE 
LAMPS. 
WOOD: Not excellent, but enough if searched for. 

NEAREST SHOP: either Gloucester or Barrington. Nearest Public 
Phone is 26 mis. toward Gloucester. 

Nearest CIVILISATION: GEAL'S HOMESTEAD 4 mis. 

CAMPSITE: Flat open area, sheltered by surrounding hills. Ground  
tussocky with large rocks. Sleeping presents a problem, suffic-
ient area can be found by lying between grass clumps. 
LOCALS: GEALS, very goo1, we may camp on their property. Mr. UN-
DERWOOD, who owns the area of the camp is an unknown quantity. 
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ACCESS: 
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112 mis. dirt. road on upWard. climb. 
113 mis. 

Scone via Carters] 

(- At € 

w10E 13L07E 
0M TREE Wr 
BorrorJk OF 

TR. 

125* xiiis. 

NEWCASTLE 
GLOUCESTER  
CURRICABARK TURN-OFF 

      

 

o mis. 
•77 mis. 
88 mis. 

   

* 

     

  

tar sealed. 
tar 10 mis. gravel I ml. 

  

      

Nowen'oc  
VCurrica1ark I  

Gloucester 

95 mis. 
98 mis. 
99 mis. 

,99 -  LI1S 
101 mis 
IO9- ml 
1091  ml 

watercourse 

gravel. 
gravel. 
gravel. 
took road 
dirt. 

s. with two 
s. made 90  

straight ahead. 

small Weeping Willows. 
deg. R.H.Turn. 

bridge 
crossing 
crossing 
"Y intersection 
snail crossing 
email crossing 
UTli intersection 

following valley up 
road, gocvi up ridge. 

past Serpentine Belt 
1st. Gate (over ]bidge) 
SIGNPOST: 

IGlenward 7' 

IGioucester.I 

2nd. Gate II3- mis. 
many sharp bends, but still two-wheel 

small creek crossing 115 mis. Road 

creek crossing 115* mis. 
3rd,. Gate 116 mis. 

a few small landslides on the side of the road. 
two creek crossings 117 mis. 
4th. Gate 117*  mis. 

track becoming quite hilly. 
timn-off to Carter's Homestead. 117-ii. * m. off road.. 

Intersection marked by 44 gall. drum Post-box. House, white, 
brick conat. Rel. roof. 

SIGNPOST: 

IPo1a PogaJ 

os terj 
5th. Gate 120 
6th. Gate, onto Geals prop 121 

two watercourses, reasonably 
GEALS PROPERTY 

drive road. 
to right leads up hill. 

House. 

jScone[\ ,4 

mis. 
rils.  
deep, 

  

 

but navigable by 2-W-Drive. 

  

E 

7th. Gate I2I- mis. 
small creek crossings. 
8th. Gate 123* mis. followed by steep 
BLAZED TREE MIMING TURN-OFF • GATE ON TOP OF THE HILL 
THE ROAD TURNS UP A SLOPE TO THE LEFT. VERY STEEP. 

hill. 
BEFORE 

TRAVEL NO FURTH1i. 

MAKE A TURN TO THE 
LEFT. TRACK VERY 
INDISTINCT. 

Creek crossing I3fl  deep. 
past Serpentine Belt. 
BARRINGTON BASE CAMP. 
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inFormation No5. 
BARRINGTON BASE CAMP TO CAVE: 

The EASIEST route to the cave leads f:m the BASE CAMP 
immediatly over the RIVER and goes upstream following the bank. 
When the intersection of LIMESTONE CREEK meets the PIGNA BARNEY 
RIVER a cattle pad up the sttep hillside on the left-hand side 
is chosen. This path takes you about 50 to 80 ft. above the level 
of LIMESTONE CREEK. This route is kept too until nearly past the 
lare LIMESTONE BLUFF. Here the river is crossed and a route 
selected on the other side of the thick undergrowth up the side 
of the steep hill. It is hard work carrying anything up the slop 
to the top. 

At the top of this slope, just over the lip of the edge, 
to be found terminating in the BLIND GULLY, is BARRINGTON CAVE. 
A fence has to be crossed. 

The ENTRANCE to this cave is a classic exanpie of a 
doline sink to be found at the end of a blind gully.- At the end 
of the sink, against the wall of limestone, is the ENIRANCE to 
the cave. This entrance is 20 ft. across ati 5 ft high A creek 
flows down the left hand side of the ENTRANCE. if the rain was 
to fall, this cave could easily become dangerouc. 

The cave does not run into the LIMESTONE away from the 
river, but steeply downward, heading toward the RIVER 

DESCRIPTION: 

The entrance chamber to the cave slopes backward from the 
20 ft. by 5 ft. high opening. There is quite a zoEble talus 
slope which runs to the back of the chamber. On either side of 
this talus slope is a hole leading to the lower parts of the cave, 
When rain falls, water would rush down the left hand side?  coming 
from the outside blind watercourse. This way down to the lower 
parts of the cave, is a little more difficult than the riht hand 
side. 

Thu route down the right hand side leads cvei' a 5 ft. drop 
to lead to the rear of a small chamber. When we first entered 
this chamber, on the first trip to the cave:, we disturbed many 
hundreds of Small Bent-Winged Ba (Mineopt.erous sohreibersi). 
On this trip to the cave, there were no bats in This chamber. 
This chamber is domed in shape. with a slope on the left hand 
side leading up only a small way 

The passage leads down at a fairly steep rate over blocks 
of limestone. A number of crawls under slaL6 have to be made. A 
bit of climbing and manouvering is needed here.- 

The passag e then comes out at a RIVER WORN SECTION, The 
left-hand side entrance passage cane out in th last section. 
Only a little way down the river section a passage leading up to 
the right leads up to a large chamber. As before, on the last 
trip, hundreds og bats were also to be found in this Large 
chamber. No bats were here on this tripe 

This chamber has quite a large amou.it of bat guano on the 
floor. So much, that it has quite a steeply sloping floor. The 
roof of this chamber is quite high. 

Back along the river passage, forever leading downward we 
came to an area where fantastic amounts of bat guano are to be 
found 6 ft. high, on the right hand side of the 5 ft., wide passagw 
This area of bat guano is thut eight -ft. wide. In this area 
fantastic numbers of insects End spiders are to be -found If one 
looks very closely, the whole area is teeming with life. Spiders, 
mites, slaters, beetles, moths, worms, small winged insects as well 
as many other animals are to be found here, It would be wll worth 
while taking a large sample of bat guano a-id rashing it to some 
institution to find microscopic life that must e'ist there. 

Only a little further nn, two 5 ft. drops are met. These 
are reasonably close together. It is still a river passage r*d 
conditions are a lot damper. 

The slope then dips down to come to a 40 fIL, shaft. 
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This is aclassic ladder climb, requiring a thirty foot ladder at 
least. Even then when the bottom is reached, you have to swing 
onto a ledge. Underneath, is a further 8 ft. drop. It pays to 
have a sling attached to the ladder by a karabineer, so that the 
ladder can be pulled across to the ledge when the next caver comes 
down. 

The passe continues on from this ledge. Whe rain falls, 
water in this well must build up and overflow down this passage. 
The tunnel is still typically a river passage. On the floor of 
this cave a few sriali pools are to be found where one can fill 
his Carbide Lamp. 

The PASSAGE leads to a hole which is extremely muddy. 
When we came down the passage to the hole, litterally hundreds 
and hundreds of bats of Small Bent-Winged Bats flew towards us. 
They came from the small serpentineous mud-hole passe. This 
proves that another cavern exists on the other side of the narrow 
squeeze. This passage is extremely muddy ati all three cavers that 
tried to squeeze through becane stuck, Keith Davey, the largest 
of the three, was stuck for half an hour. 

This is the and of the cave, as far as we can go at the 
present time. I think that it could be dug out and pushed on to 
the next chamber which must exist. The bats must come from 
somewhere. 

Since it is the beginning of October, when the Small 
Bent-wing Bats head for thur nesting sites, we are .going to 
cease or activities in this part of the cave, as this may be a 
nesting colony. Due to the distance from the surface, the fact 
that the passage is small, conditions here are very Ho1led, 
This could be just right for a bat nursury. From inrormation 
gained from articles written by Peter Dwyer K.S.S., it could be 
very dangerous to tamper with the opening, as i could chane 
the critical conditions needed for breeding. 

Due to the steepness of the Limestone Bedding, and the 
slope of the cave itself, it seems tht there are not many 
possibilities for extensions. In some areas the roof is very high, 
with small nooks and crannies high in the. ceiling. Passages may 
lead out from these. Side extensions only exist if they are dug 
out. 

POSSIBILITIES OF OTHER CAVES IN THE AREAS 

The limestone bluff is quite large end the area of 
limestone is quite extensive. While we did not do any surface 
trogging, the area could certainly do with some. While walking 
down the other side of Limestone Creek we could pick out Wall 
Caves in the Bluff. Up the side of the hill, leading to the cave 
a great number of sinks are to be found, These are defiriatly 
worth investigating. 

Upstream along the Pigna Barney River, some more large 
deposits of Limestone are to be .fouhd. This area was investigated 
in 1956 by Ken Angel ( then a member of N.T.U.C.S.S.) and 
although no caves were found, he stated that the area showed 
great promise. 

In Limestone Creek itself, immediatly to the left of the 
Limestone Bluff, a rather large EFLUX is to be found The whole 
area of limestone is rather extensively collapsed and the 
entrance to a cave might bE rather difficult to find. A lot of 
work would be needed here. 

Due to the steepness of the  'cave itself, 
drop., when - -io bottom c-f ---ie passage is reached, it must oe not 
far from the river level. Due to the water which flows in volume 
from the efflux, and the c- ll trickle 'which flows into the top 
of the cave, I would say that they do not link. Only further 
work would verify this. 

Other caves must exist in the area, but it will take work 
to find them. The whole area shows great promise. 

FURTHER WORK:  
It would be well woith while mapping a side elevation of 

the cave and comparing it with the side elevation of the surface 
of the hill. They must come very close in places. 
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An altimeter taken to the bottom of the cave will tell us 
-iust how far we are &bove the level of the river at the present 
cime. 

Flourescene put into the creek at the top after rain might 
how us where the Water flows into Limestone Creek far below. 

A rather large sample be taken of the batguano aidsent to 
n instatution to see what microscopic life lives in the cave. 

Samples taken of the moulds that are growing on bat 'guano. 
Aia1 photographs, taken of. the area to see if a nyother 

arge sinks are to be found in the area. 
Catching and bandin of bats to help with the plotting of 

the1r migration routes in northern New South Wales, 
Mapping a plan of the cave to see where it lies in relation 

to the large limestone bluff. 
Take temperature and humidity tests along the whole length 

f the cave. Carbon dioxide tests could also be made in the deeper 
a±ts of the cave. 

.:N IMALS TO BE FOUND IN THE DARK ZONE OF THE CAVE;  

There is more animal life in this cave than any other ca e 
have visited. This may be due to the large numbers of bats which 

oost here. The small stream carrying particles of animal and 
'egeable life supports other insect life which do not live on the 
)at guano. This feature adds to the number of differ'ent species 
ble to be carried in this particular cave 

The most common insects were the small white mites, barely 
isble to the eye. They covered the bat guano in countless 
'umbers, maybe dozens to the square inch. 

Spiders of two different species were to be found on the 
ialls of the cave. 

Tinctid Moths, with their feathery feelers, sat on small 
lunrns of gua-io and limestone. They were very delicate in appear- 

Beetles wandered ov- r the floor of the cave, searching fbr 
scraps of decaying food.

.. . 

Blow-flies buzzed rbundthe 'chanbérs of the cave, 'These 
were not common, but the noise of. their flying was loud. 

Two species of small winged-insects were found sitting on 
:ock surfaces. One was brown in colour, the other..was blk. 

A longish brown-insect was found runing through the bat 
guano. These were reasonably common. It was niuch like an earg 
in form.. 

Earthworms also wer& to be found in the bat guano aid 
under rocks lying on the floor of the cave. 

One beetle larvae was found, one cenitipede was seen, and 
a 'strane, lar ge.-palped spider-iloking animal was captured deep in the cave. ' .

. 

Slaters were also exceptionally common. They were very 
ale in colour compared with the slaters-found outside the cave. 

Two animals were to be found living on the bats. These 
'iere the Wing1ess Flies •(N.ycterbiidea) and the Crablouse. 
Spinturnix). 

Many more micoscOpic forms must also exist here as well 
is a r.'ber of larger forms which I must have missed. 

These specimens will be sent to the Adelaide Museum vhere 
;hey will be added to the collection of.Australiah Cave Life..A 
further report on the classification will •appear when the 
naterial becomes available. . 

ANECDOTE: 

After leaving Newcastle at 6.00 pm. (daylight-wasting of 
three hours 9.00 pm.) we drove to Gloucester at an average speed 
of 60 m.p.h... Our party arrived at Gloucester at 11.00 pm. Our 
ntrepid group decided to save time by continuing to drive into 
the night, headed toward Barrington Cave. The area suggested to 
sleep was "Jeff's Tree Flt". 

Unfortunatly due to clouded memories and the complete 
lack of road maps we blundered into the night, Kevin Wood led, 
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an we fo]1owo, choking in a thick clou1 of 'just. It was a pity 
that we made such goo'l progress. We were on the wrong roa'3. As 
someone commented, those things happen. 

At 11.50 pm. we stoppe'-? near a creek an-i campe' for the 
night. We were not sure where we were to go in the morning to 
correct ourselves. After partaking of rofroshmons, or as we 
affectionatly call it, 'suor", we tumbled into ous sleeping 
bags. Some il not partake, accusing us of trying to force them 
to climb out of be,] early in the morning to wan.'5er in the foggy 
foggy 'jow. 

1:iost of the members of our party awoke at 6.00 am. (RECORD) 
but Ii'it not leave soon, after. Upon hearing the pro's an con's 
of early morning crook washing, we ha' breakfast. Some etc well, 
others just etc. 

Bverybo'y packol their Lanl-Rovors an-1 set out at the 
early hour of 8.36 an. 

After 'rivin back along our route of last night for ten 
miles, we came across the Curricabark Turn-off. We turnel right 
anl hoale' towarls Goal's Ho3-iostoã'9 This was to be the last 
stopping place before the camp area. 

While driving on the Goals property, we not the oiler of 
the two brothers. (We saw the younger on the last trip). On horse- 
back, he hell the reins of a frisky mare with two sugorbags lrape 
over her back, fi.11 of hay. He toll us not to get to close, as 
the mnro hal just been broken in. She certainly was frisky. hr. 
Goal informel us that the property on which the caves were to be t•'.. 
founl, bolongol -  to a lii'. Unlerwool. If he 'in't let us camp 
on his property, we .erc Quito weicono to cm.p on C-cal' a. We 
thankol him for his helpfulness. 

While on this trip we 1- al been leaving  conspicuous signs 
to let Tel Hayes or Jeff Longororth (suposcliy following us) 
know where we ha-1 gone. Th± sign consistoi of six beer cans. It 
was strange how easily those beer cans coull be collectel from 
the members for the purpose of sign construction. 

Reachel Barrington Ca at 11.40 am. sn.':i sot up camp. We 
ha-1 lini-ior sail liscussoT 1t we wco goirig to attempt for the 
rest of The lay. At first tc .w c-:7it-- gavourol instant sleep, 
but as time -rent on a couple, tm a few, docilel to have a trip 
up to the cave. This was to bo purely a S1(0t seeing trip. 

Starel. out for the cavo. Liombers of the first party were 
John Smythe (T.L.), Keith Davoy, To Sav :c, luke Loyland, hal 

• Leylanl, Ray Jackson, Allan Kay, Jeff C-(:oi ''. Carl Berman sail 
Brian Toare. 

Walkol to the entrance of the cave. (Lich easier sail than 
lone.) When half-way to the cave tonk a bo - in: of the large 
limestone outcrop, it was 210 log; 

The trip tank only an hour, with the final walk up the 
hill being the "kill er. While climbing up the hill some unpract-
icel rock-rolling took place. iuonbers lovin the slope took an 
unusually active interest in the procoelin.gs above. 

Roachel th cave- at 2.50 pm. The cave is to be founl at 
thnl of a blinl gully. Here is a sink 100 ft. by 200 ft. At the 
bottom of this sink, up against the limestone viall, the entrance 
to the cave is to be founl. 

Entoi'ol the cave at 3.00 'au. aul went ont at 4.50 pm. The 
cave itself is relatively easy going, until the last steep 
sections are net. 

Inile the cave we founl hunlrols of bats. Even more 
than on the first trip to the cave. It was ostimatol that 800 + 
bate were there. They wereSnail! Bent-Wing Bats (Iriineoptorous 
schreibersi). It was unusual that they were looper in the cave 
than last time. 

While the rest of the party ven.rol to the lower sections 
of the cave, Keith Davey anl Carl Boruancolioctc'5 insect life 
in the tiver section near the cavern off-shoot. Bat guano was 
very thick; insects sail spilors wore in ai'unlance. 

The others fared themselves further than Trevor Berman 
ha venturel last trip to the cave. They passage enls in a 
raully hole. This hole is very narrow, but it loos not stop. 

After spenliug a small w:ioun.t of tine in. t'iis area the 
party went back,. picking up the animal collectors on the way, 
sail hoalel out for the surface. 
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Keith had collected two species of spiders, Tinei moths, 
beetles, slaters, Spinturnthx, Nycterbiidao and a slender brown 
insect much like an earwige 

We cane to the surface of the cave at 4.50 p. and walked 
back to camp in the fading sunlight. When we arrived there we 
had tea, and sat round till 11.00 pm. when we all went to bed. 

Next morning enthusiasm was not as high as it could have 
been. Members moped and lazed around camp till 2.00 pm, when 
another party set out for the cave. 

Koitll Buwey was going back into the cave again to collect 
the specimens that he had collected yesterday. The bottle in 
which they had been stored had bu:st in the morning sun, spilling 
its contents. 

During the uorninr, Jeff ovier and Allan Kay had captured 
a small Red—Naped Snake Brachysoma diadera). This is a small 
front fanged snake which is harmless to man. Occurs in south—
eastern Australia. This specimen was 13 inches long. 

The sccond party to the cave consisted of Ted Savage(P.L) 
Mike Loyland, hal Leyland, Keith Davey, Brian Toaro and Carl 
Berman. Vle took still photographic equipment and collecting gear. 

The party entered the cave at 3.35. Before venturing 
below we took a number of photographs of the entrance. On going 
underground, the party imuediatly, wont to the area where Keith 
had collocted the insect and spider specimens yesterday. While 
he caught all that he had caught yesterday (with the exception 
of Spin-turnix and. Nyctorbiidao,) he also captured some very 
small white insects, two small winged—insects, earthworms, .a 
large—palped spider—like animal and a beetle larvae. 

The area was alive with small animal life. It would be 
defiatly worth while taking massive areas of sOil and bat guano 
and searching for microscopic life. 

Ted. Mike and hal went a;oad to at up a ladder in the 
large 40 ft. deep and 10 ft. across vertical potholr. This is of 
classic shape and is a good side—on ladder climb. As the thirty 
foot ladder is not quite  long enough to roach the bottom, the 
first person has to swing himself onto a lodge. Rather interest—
ing sport. 

By the time that the ladder had been sot up, Keith and 
Carl had nrrjve'5•  The four old or and more e porioncod members 
climbed, down into the pothole. 

At the bottom, from the lodge, a pasege to the loft was 
taken which led to party down further into the cave. Hundreds 
and hundreds of disturbed bats zoomod up and down the passage in 
blind panic. You could not look up as you moved down the passage 
due to the current of wheeling bats. They were oxceptionally 
dense in numbers. 

At the end of this pa3sago, a. drop into a muddy section 
confronted the party. Keith d. a go to try and crack it. What 
Keith hadn't been told was that both Ted. and John had been stuck 
in this same squeeze yesterday. In he wont, forcing himself right 
down into the narrow, muddy halo. Around a sorpentineous corner 
and still tighter grew the hole. 

Keith then decided he just wasn't going to got in much 
further. Now he triad to got out. The mud hold him like glue. 
There were no footholds, and there were no handholds. He just 
couldn't move. Ted Savage had to come down with a sling to give 
Keith something to pull against. With all his strength, he 
hauled himself from the muddy passage after being stuck for over 
heif an hour. Ted than told him about their effort yesterday 
while Mal sot up the still camera to record a photograph of what 
a muddy cavor should look like. It was a pity about Keith's 
brand, new overalls. 

Time was getting short and carbide was nearly spent. Earl 
and Keith refilled their Carbide Lamps with Carbide and all the 
party filled up with water. hal took a few last photographs and 
the group walked back to the ladder pitch. 

Ted wont up first, followed by Luke, the Keith. hal then 
slung all the photographc gear up. Ii'ial followed. At the top, 
we rolled up the ladder and comucheod climbing up to the surface. 
Carl's Carbide Lamp was growing dim at this stage. 
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We walked out into the col] night air at 6.52 pm. Now we 
• were ging to have to walk back to the camp, over a mile away, 

in the rexkfloss. 
Carbide lamps grew :Ii-Timer; torches were now being used. 

Luckily we had been along this track about five times anl. know 
the way in he dark. It was quite tricky walking along cattle 
trails half-'ay up a steep hill with the river far below in the 
inky blackness. 

After an hour and a half we fin1ly sturibled into camp, 
We were worn out anl almost lightless. Another half an hour 
an we woul'3. have hal to have a search party out after us. 

All ILiembers had an early night, anl wedidn't rise till 
late in the morning. 

During the last I.ay, while the second party ha 'boon in 
the cave, John Smythe and the rest of the boys killed a large 
six foot long Black Snake. 

Next morning we packed up our vehicles, cleaned up the 
camping oraa, prepared to leave for Newcastle. We left at 
11.10 an. for home. 

While passinr the Gloucester Showground we saw three 
Holecoptors parko-3 on the groun. They were part of the search 

• party out looking for the LUrage Jet that had been lost earlier 
in the week in the Gloucester area. 

The area in which the plane went d own is Sub-trpical 
Rain-Forest. To search by Helicopter was nearly fruilcsu, as 
the foliate would only cover overt whore the plane went down, In 
thissane area, a plane was lost for twenty years, before being 
discovered by a property owner. 

After five minuites, the three helocoptors took off. 
They were healed back for Vlilliantown Air Base. 
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